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To,
The Director (Offshore)
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd.,
Jeevan Bharati Tower-II
New Delhi

e-ft-

The Director (HR)
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd.,
Jeevan Bharati Tower-II
New Delhi

Sub: Discriminatory approach towards medical facility in Hazira Plant.

Respected Sir,

In our recent visit to Hazira Plant certain unbelievable fact were brought to our
notice, mainly medical facility. We would like to draw your attention towards resolving
the under mentioned issues :-

~

1. Non-availability of medicines in the dispensary, this leads individuals to
purchase medicines from outside, further, exposed to frustrating delay in
reimbursement of medical claims.

2. There are 18 panel hospitals; it is so humiliating that credit facility to our

employees are not extended, by these hospitals,reason being unprecedented
delay in receiving hospital bills.

3. Most unfortunate part, even though Hazira lies within Mumbai Region
administration the rates of Consultant Doctors are not same and even mode

of payment. Consultant fees are also delayed, this prompts the panel Doctors to
demand payment directly from the employees otherwise treatment is denied.



We request your esteemed authority to look into the matter and resolve' all
irregularities and discrimination at the earliest, So that medical facility is extended to
employees as is received in Mumbai, also individual employees are not exposed to
unnecessary humiliation.

With regards,
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(Pradeep NAayekar)
General Secretary

W'tD-Head Hazira Plant, Hazira, Surat
~HR/ER, Head Regional Office (Mumabi Region), NSE Plaza, BKCRoad, Bandra (East)

~1t/'(GM - Incharge Medical Services, Mumbai Region, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (East)
~,~C7 ~M (IR)-MumbaiRegion,NSE Plaza, BKCRoad,Bandra(East).

\ Ak CM(HR/ER), Hazira Plant, Hazira, Surat.
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